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Ebook Security: Preventing ebook theft, sharing, and misuse

“Safeguard PDF security is
easy to use and intuitive.
The implementation was
painless and we now have
a greener, more secure
way of distributing
training manuals. We have
already recommended
Locklizard to other
companies.”

______________________
About Dexler Information
Solutions
Dexler Information Solutions
was founded in 2001 with a
vision to use technology for
knowledge management.
Dexler provides its customers
with a combination of
strategic educational
services, robust delivery
platform and products,
learner appropriate content,
in a flexible framework for
individual learning, corporate
education, and community
learning.
http://dexler.com/

Summary
Dexler needed a reasonably fool proof mechanism for delivering e-book versions of
their participant handbooks while not compromising on security and digital rights.

Dexler’s objectives
We needed a reasonably fool proof mechanism for delivering e-book versions of our
participant handbooks while not compromising on security and digital rights.
Locklizard was highly recommended by our customers.

What other solutions were considered?
We had previously been using Flashpaper. We also considered Adobe Acrobat DRM,
but did not find either solution comparable to Locklizard PDF DRM.

What were the key features?
We needed PDF protection that gave us a secure distribution process and time-limited
access controls for our ebooks.

______________________
About Safeguard
Enterprise PDF Security
Safeguard Enterprise protects
PDF documents from
copying, modifying, saving
and distribution. In addition
the IPR owner can log usage,
control whether users can
print protected PDF
documents, and where they
can be used, for how long
and when. Pricing starts
from $890 for a monthly
license.

Why choose Locklizard?
The most important thing of all was ease of use of the DRM solution. It was intuitive,
so there was no uphill learning cycle for us or our customers to go through.
Safeguard Enterprise PDF DRM has solved a business problem for us, and we now
have a greener, cheaper, and more secure way of distributing training manuals.

Any implementation issues?
Essentially it was painless.
We found a few minor issues and they were resolved quickly with Locklizard support.
Overall we have been happy with technical support, but we have not had many

About Locklizard
Locklizard specializes in
document security and copy
protection software. We
protect documents with US
Government strength
encryption & DRM controls to
ensure complete protection
against copyright piracy. We
protect content from
unauthorized use and misuse
no matter where it resides.

interactions and those that occurred led to quick resolutions.

Would you recommend Locklizard to others?
We already have to another group we work with who have a similar requirement to
our own, and they have also implemented and gone live.

